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NOTICE TO LICENSEES
Notice # 2021-18

Issuing Division: Administration

DATE:

March 11, 2021

TO:

All Gaming Licensees in Clark County

FROM:

J. Brin Gibson, Chairman

SUBJECT:

Vaccination Eligibility

INTRODUCTION
Effective immediately, individuals in Clark County who are food service and hospitality workers, including
restaurant, quick serve, carry-out, food delivery, and cafeteria workers, as well as frontline casino and resort
employees, are eligible to receive a COVID-19 vaccine. This includes all employees of restricted and
nonrestricted gaming licensees, and all employees of vendors and lessees working on the property of these
licensees, regardless of furlough status.
Vaccine appointments are available at any Southern Nevada Health District (SNHD) or partner vaccination sites
in Clark County as detailed below.
Each person must bring proof of employment (such as an employee badge or paystub) and a form of photo
identification to the appointment. Preference is given to those who work directly with suspect or COVID patients.
If no appointment times are available, please check the calendar often. Cancellations can result in appointment
slots opening throughout the day.
Please visit the Southern Nevada Health District website for more information on how, when, and
where to schedule COVID-19 vaccine appointments.
For additional employee resources, including transportation to vaccination appointments, please have individuals
visit the Regional Transportation Commission website.
Please also direct employees to the Immunize Nevada website, which contains a multitude of additional
resources, including a Q&A regarding vaccine types, safety, and efficacy.
Each licensee is required to share this Industry Notice with each of its employees, lessees, and vendors.
It is incumbent on each licensee to encourage its employees to get vaccinated.
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WHO
Any employee, regardless of furlough status, of any restricted or nonrestricted gaming licensee in Clark County
are eligible to be vaccinated as part of the eligibility group described in this Industry Notice. Furthermore, any
lessee or vendor on the physical footprint of any restricted or nonrestricted gaming licensee in Clark County—and
any employees of these businesses—may also be vaccinated as part of this effort.
WHERE
By visiting SNHD’s website, the following locations are available for this vaccine eligibility group:
Las Vegas Convention Center
Hall C1
3150 Paradise Rd.
Las Vegas, NV 89109
Cashman Center
Exhibit Hall B
850 N. Las Vegas Blvd.
Las Vegas, NV 89101
Canyon Springs High School
350 E. Alexander Rd.
North Las Vegas, NV 89032

Heritage Park Senior Facility
300 S. Racetrack Rd.
Henderson, NV 89015
UNLV Student Union
4505 Maryland Pkwy
Las Vegas, NV 89154
Nevada Partners
690 W. Lake Mead Blvd.
North Las Vegas, NV 89030

PROOF OF EMPLOYMENT/PHOTO IDENTIFICATION
If an eligible individual described above does not already have proof of employment (such as an employee badge
or paystub) or photo identification, a licensee is required to provide a letter of authorization to the individual,
stating that the individual is employed by either: 1) the licensee, or 2) a vendor or lessee of the licensee. This
letter must be signed by an authorized representative of the licensee.

QUESTIONS
Questions regarding this vaccination process should be directed to Michael Morton at mmorton@gcb.nv.gov.

CONCLUSION
In conjunction with state and local health officials, the Board will assist in ensuring that every eligible and willing
individual described in this notice has the opportunity to get vaccinated, and the ensuring effect this effort has on
the resumption of gaming and other licensee operations, and will issue further notices as appropriate.
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